The rate of all aspects of development is the fastest in the first years of a child’s life. This holds true for all children, whether they develop in a typical or in a different way or whether they are vulnerable to impaired development.

The primary goal of our conference is to examine whether we are actually doing all we can to assist children in need of early intervention during the first and most formative period of their lives. We intend to explore international experience and research results, present domestic and special regional practices along with specifically Hungarian forms of therapy. We want to follow the process of early childhood intervention from diagnosis and screening all the way to actual treatment, taking into consideration the perspectives of both parents and professionals. We also want to look at different aspects of early intervention team work and the partnership between parents and professionals.
Session C
Team Around the Autistic Child – Different Perspectives, Joint Attention
(Moderator: Ildikó Kanizsai-Nagy, Host: Barbara Czeizel)

09:00 - 09:20   Tendencies And Changes In Early Diagnostics of Autism Spectrum Disorder - Experiences Of Our Ambulance At Autism Foundation
    Janoch Monika, Autism Foundation, Special Needs Teacher

09:30 - 09:50   Autism spectrum disorder from the point of view of a sensomotory trainer
    Hering Mónika, BHRG Foundation, special needs teacher

10:00 - 10:20   From parental concerns to diagnosis - possibilities of diagnostic committees in screening of ASD
    Csepregi András, Committee for Assessing Learning Abilities and Competences of Békés County

10:30 - 11:00   A Window of Opportunity - Early Signs of Autism in Infants
    Hanna A. Alonim, PhD, The Mifne Center Rosh Pinna, Israel, director

11:10 - 11:30   Parents' perceptions and nursery teachers' experiences of early intervention - inclusive practice - Parallel Support
    Drosinou M. Dr. and Barmpagianni M, University of Peloponesse

Session D
Atypical Motor Development in Infancy and Early Childhood – Teamwork in Screening, Diagnostic and Rehabilitation Processes (Moderator: Tamás Terebessy MD., Host: Anna Váró)

09:00 - 09:30   Orthopedic Problems And Possibilities Of Intervention Regarding Atypical Motor Development In Infancy And Early Childhood
    Terebessy Tamás, MD., Semmelweis University Orthopaedic Clinic

09:30 - 09:50   The role of conductive infant screening in rehabilitation teamwork
    Makk Ádám Balázs, Mozgássérültek Pető András Nevelőképző- és Nevelőintézete, Budapest, Hungary

10:00 - 10:20   Longitudinal Complex Test
    Lakatos Katalin, Ph. D. , BHRG Foundation, Budapest, Hungary

10:30 - 10:50   Neuro-Hydrotherapy In Early Intervention
    Kereskényi Bernadett, Gézengúz Foundation, Magyarország